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Prime Minister's Diary

INAUGURATION OF THE
THIRD ABE CABINET

JAPAN-PALAU SUMMIT
MEETING

Prime Minister Abe shaking hands with the President of Palau

P

rime Minister Shinzo Abe held talks with H.E.
Mr. Tommy E. Remengesau, Jr., President of the
Republic of Palau, at the Prime Minister’s Office.

At the beginning, Prime Minister Abe said he was honored
to be able to welcome President Remengesau in the
year commemorating the twentieth anniversary of the
establishment of diplomatic relations, and hopes this visit
to Japan by President Remengesau would be an opportunity
to deepen the relationship between the two countries.
In response, President Remengesau said that the

At the commemorative photograph session

O

n December 24, 2014, the Third Abe Cabinet
was inaugurated.
In the evening, Yoshihide Suga, who was

reappointed as Chief Cabinet Secretary, announced the
list of Cabinet members at the Prime Minister’s Office.

relationship of friendly cooperation between the two

Following this, the investiture ceremony of the Prime

countries predates the establishment of diplomatic

Minister, and the attestation ceremonies for Ministers of

relations and Palau is on extremely close terms with Japan,

State and Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretaries were held at

and expressed strong expectations that the partnership

the Imperial Palace, marking the official inauguration of

between Japan and Palau will be strengthened further.

the Third Abe Cabinet.

PRIME MINISTER ABE ISSUES CONDOLENCE
MESSAGES FOLLOWING SHOOTING INCIDENT IN
PARIS, FRANCE

F

ollowing a shooting incident that occurred in Paris on the morning

PHOTO: EMBASSY OF FRANCE IN JAPAN

of January 7 (local time) and resulted in a large number of
casualties, Prime Minister Abe sent the following message to H.E.

Mr. Francois Hollande, President of France, on the same day:
“I cannot help but be immensely shocked and outraged to hear that the
shooting terrorism incident that occurred in Paris has resulted in a large
number of casualties. Vicious terrorism such as this cannot be tolerated
for any reason, and I resolutely condemn it. On behalf of the Government
of Japan and its nationals, I would like to express our sincere condolences
Prime Minister Abe records a message of
condolence at the French Embassy

to all the victims and their families, and extend our heartfelt sympathies
to the injured. Japan stands with France at this difficult time.”

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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JAPANESE TEXTILES

Japanese
Textiles
The term “textiles” refers to the woven materials used in apparel
and interior décor. Since ancient times, progressive developments
in textile and fiber technologies have given birth to a vast range of
textile cultures around the globe.

In Japan, the spinning and weaving industries were core sectors
that propelled Japan’s modernization and growth. The Tomioka
Silk Mill—established in 1872 as Japan’s first full-fledged silk-reeling
factory—contributed to the country’s modernization as well as the
silk industry’s technological innovation and dissemination, and
was registered as a World Heritage site in 2014. It is well known
that Britain’s Industrial Revolution took off with advancements
in spinning machinery, and Japan was no exception: industrialist
Sakichi Toyoda developed Japan’s first automatic power loom,
ushering in a new era for textile machinery. Further advancements
in this technology led to the automotive industry and what is known
today as the Toyota Motor Corporation.
Japan’s textile culture has undergone numerous transitions; today,
it is a fusion of traditionally hand-dyed work and cutting-edge
production and weaving technologies that give Japanese textiles a
unique sensibility and value all their own. In this issue, we delve into
the fascinating wonders of Japanese cloth.
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Japanese textiles
that gave birth to

TAMI KAWASAKI

W
“JAPONISME”

Interview with

Nobuyuki Ota

CEO of the Cool Japan
Fund
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ITH the backdrop of Japan’s
traditional kimono culture, a
rich textile industry developed
around the country. What is behind the
appeal of Japanese textiles, and where
does that attraction come from? We sat
down with Nobuyuki Ota, the CEO of
the Cool Japan Fund and an expert on
fashions both domestic and overseas,
having been the president of Issey Miyake
and managing director at Tokyo-based
department store Matsuya, to find out.

How are Japanese textiles viewed globally?
Japanese textiles are highly regarded in
European and American high-end fashion
business circles. Luxury fashion houses
all use Japanese cloths, and they say they
couldn’t make their pieces without them.
Moreover, with regard to the high-function,
quality synthetic fibers created using high
technology, Japan’s expertise in this field
is first-class globally, receiving exceptional
critical acclaim.
At the core of this image of reputable,
high-quality Japanese textiles is a unique
culture of artisanship. Japan’s textile
industry, craftspeople and engineers are
custodians of a rich variety of cloths with
roots in Japan’s distinctive climate, which
is characterized by extremely hot, humid
summers and winters that get relatively cold.
To cope with these conditions and provide
comfort, they created a diverse range of
materials ranging from traditional textiles
to synthetic fabrics, and continue to produce
revolutionary technologies. Orders from the
fashion industry—which is always on the
cutting edge—can sometimes be tricky, and

craftspeople in Western countries often refuse
these orders because they call for expertise that
deviates from their skillsets. However, Japanese
craftspeople have the tenacity to deliver
creative and original results in response to even
the toughest requirements. They are at ease
with experimentation and have an awareness
of subtleties, along with first-rate technical
knowledge. This is what fashion houses prize
and come seeking.
What role did the textile industry play in the
development of Japan’s economy?
The Japanese textile industry took off
following the Meiji Period reforms to promote
industry and persisted through until the mid1960s, forming the basis of Japan’s export
industries and contributing to the economy’s
growth. And the technologies developed in
textiles drove the heavy industries that later
took root.
From the fall of the Tokugawa shogunate
to the early Meiji Period, large quantities of
silk were exported from Yokohama. Gunma
Prefecture, where Tomioka Silk is located,
as well as Nagano Prefecture and other
regions, produced silk that was transported
to Yokohama. This route came to be known
as “Japan’s Silk Road.” Fine Japanese silk
made its way to France, where Japanese
kimono were shown at the Paris Expo twice.
The kimono—which spectacularly expresses
natural motifs with large, elegant patterns,
and the gorgeous forms that are characterized
by freely flowing sleeves, hemlines that
drag along the floor, and splendid sashes—
was received with great surprise. An
ardent “Japonisme” was born, influencing
everything from the world of haute couture to
Western painting and ceramics.
Japanese craftspeople’s commitment and
skills in creating these fine pieces are the

products of that creative kimono culture that spawned so
many different cloths and ways to dress. History is coming
full circle, and this craft is now enjoying the limelight
again as a part of “Cool Japan.”
Where do you see Japanese textiles and fashion going?
Japanese textiles fuse tradition with innovation and are
world-renowned. Japan can produce textiles with clear
added value not found in textiles before, such as cloths with
a certain gloss or hue, texture or special function. However,
we still lack the methodologies for turning these values into
a source of revenue. By broadcasting what makes Japanese
textiles beautiful and great, our textile industry will be able
to gain better recognition of its superiority and value in the
industry globally and boldly position these cloths and clothes
as luxury products.
The idea is to confidently promote Japan’s technical
prowess and aesthetic sensibilities to overseas markets. What
Japan’s fashion and textile industries still need is practical
knowledge of marketing and merchandising. It is also
important to improve educational facilities so that we can
train talent in this direction. Japanese textiles wowed the
world and ushered in Japonisme—I think we should create
the second wave and wow the world again.

Forecast of change in market size for
high-functional fiber
Unit: million yen
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• As of October 2012.
• These statistics are for domestic and overseas production by
Japanese companies and group companies only.
Source:Yano Research Institute Ltd.
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Kyoto-style
hand
embroidery
Cultural handcraft
survives changing
times
SELENA HOY

G

AUZY clouds float by as two cranes with
glossy white feathers do a delighted dance
across a rich expanse of silk, each feather
rendered in exquisite detail, somehow expressing
their joy and grace through silken thread.
Painstakingly stitched by hand, this is Kyo-nui,
or Kyoto hand embroidery, a beautiful Japanese
textile tradition with a long and rich background
that stretches back more than a thousand years to
the Asuka Period (592-710).
Embroidery was first seen in Japan in
conjunction with Buddhism that came from
China. Embroideries of the time were of religious
icons or used to decorate religious items. By the
Heian Period (794-1185), the tradition had moved
into the court, with twelve-layered ceremonial
kimono ( juni-hitoe) being finalized with Kyo-nui.
It was even being applied to warrior armor later
in the Kamakura Period (1185-1333). Eventually,
in the late sixteenth century, during the AzuchiMomoyama Period (1573-1603) when culture was
flourishing splendidly, embroidery was often
applied to quilted silk garments, and developed
even more. These fine robes took the work of
dozens to even hundreds of craftspeople, each
with their own stitching specialty, for a single
garment.
This peacock took a few weeks to create
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It was also around the same time that
embroidery came into vogue with the general
population. In addition to the decoration of
kimono and obi (the wide sash used to tie a
kimono), Kyo-nui has traditionally been used to
decorate the costumes of the actors of traditional
Japanese performing arts such as Noh and
Kyogen. Scenes from nature are the most common
subjects: flowers, plants, animals, insects and
clouds.
Kyoto embroidery lives on at Nakamura
Shishuu (Nakamura Embroidery), a Kyo-nui
concern founded in 1921, where artisans still use
traditional methods, hand-embroidering with
silk on silk using hand-forged needles made in
Hiroshima. Misuzu Goto, the third-generation
head craftsperson at Nakamura Shishuu, explains
that embroidery thread is typically made from
twelve strands of silk, but the strands can be
separated. An embroiderer looking for fine detail
may use as few as two strands, each less than half
the thickness of a strand of human hair.
“With this fine silk, you can create different
tones of color gradations, allowing you to make
the colors you want,” Goto says. “And not only can
you produce fine or dense color, but complicated
shades—like colored fall leaves—as well.”
Goto, who has been doing this for thirty-seven
years, shows a bit of her own handiwork on the
obi she’s wearing: various flowers and leaves just
a few centimeters across. When asked how long
something like that takes, she says “Two days.”
A larger and more elaborate piece featuring a
peacock on the back of the obi takes a few weeks.
She demonstrates her technique, separating a few
brilliant orange-colored silk filaments, rolling
and twisting them together, and threading them
through a diminutive needle. Her stitches are
impossibly fine; she stitches across the warp of
silk to fill in the maple leaf she’s working on, each
needle stroke only about a millimeter apart.
Nakamura Shishuu makes original designs and
custom orders, but these days sewing machine
embroidery is common and fewer people are

Embroidery workshop attendees can have their patterns applied
to travel mugs

wearing kimono regularly. The studio has answered
this change by offering embroidery “experiences”—
single-day workshops where the general public can
try their hand at a bit of embroidery and come away
with a souvenir, like a fan case or a fukusa (traditional
wrapping cloth). Participants can also make a travel
mug decorated with their handiwork during the
session. ”It’s really good for people who want a
Kyoto-style souvenir to take home with them,” says
Goto.
A travel mug? Why not. There’s no bad place to
inject a little bit of sumptuous, silky beauty in your
life. Kyo-nui is a living art, having survived more than
thirteen centuries. With the help of consummate
artisans like Goto and companies such as Nakamura
Shishuu, the tradition lives on.

Misuzu Goto focuses on applying a stitch
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REFINEMENT AND
SOPHISTICATION

Taking Edo Komon
global and into the
future
RIEKO SUZUKI

A

LONG with Kyoto and Kanazawa, Tokyo is
one of Japan’s three major traditional kimonodyeing regions. Shinjuku’s Tomita Somekogei
has been passing on traditional techniques and is a
veteran purveyor of the Tokyo Some Komon style of
cloth. Atsushi Tomita, the CEO of the company as
well as director for the All-Japan Kimono Promotion
Association, explains the appealing aspects of Tokyo
Some Komon.

Tokyo Some Komon items like there are characterized by
multicolored motifs
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“You might ask why kimono dyeing is one
of the local industries for a metropolis like
Tokyo,” Tomita says. The origins of it go back
to the feudal era system of daimyo rotation in
Edo, in which lords from each feudal domain
were obliged by the Tokugawa shogunate
to make periodic visits to the capital. When
these lords from across Japan gathered
in Edo, they wore kamishimo, formal
clothes for males in that era. To distinguish
themselves from each other, they began to
embroider family crests—komon—on their
kamishimo. That is said to be the beginning
of Edo Komon. Later, this concept of small,
repeating patterns spread to the masses.
“Because Edo was a big city, it had its
own passing trends in kimono patterns,”
he continues. “Sending textiles all the way
to Kyoto everytime to be dyed was time
consuming, and it couldn’t keep up with the
demand. Therefore, along the clear banks of
the Kanda River, which was once used for
washing, dye houses began to pop up.”
Today’s Tokyo Some Komon is categorized
into “Edo Komon” and “Tokyo Oshare
Komon,” but both use paper patterns
to dye the cloth. Edo Komon uses
monochrome dyeing with fine patterns,
while Tokyo Oshare Komon has much
larger, multicolored motifs. All patterns
are transferred by hand onto Ise washi
(handmade Japanese paper). A single pattern
costs about 300,000 yen. That pattern can be
used on up to forty tan (an old measurement
used to measure cloth that is equal to about
23 square meters of cloth). Each fine line in
the Edo Komon motifs is created by hand.

Smearing the dye on with a spatula

This technique is also believed to have had a major
influence on textile printmaking in modern Europe
and America.
Tokyo Some Komon starts off with a white cloth
placed atop a long board, and the paper pattern is
put on top with the dye being placed over that. The
areas left in relief absorb the dye. After the dye is
smeared across the cloth using a spatula, the cloth
is steamed to develop the colors. Once the paste is
washed off, the beautiful Edo Komon reveals itself.
The cloth is dried, its wrinkles are smoothed out
using steam, and the figure is fixed. After some final
color adjustments, the Edo Komon is complete.
“Beyond these Tokyo Some Komon patterns, there
are numerous amazing handicrafts in Japan,” says
Tomita. “However, even among Japanese women,
the number of people who still know how to dress
themselves in a kimono is under ten percent. No
matter how much the craftspeople think these are
excellent articles worth creating, if people do not
use them, they remain confined to the realm of
traditional crafts.” Seeking to avoid being beaten
out by contemporary mass production, Tomita is
hatching plans to use traditional techniques to
create whatever products the clients seek.
This is already in practice at Tomita Somekogei,
where Tokyo Oshare Komon patterns are used
to dye various materials such as silk and wool
to make scarves and stoles. Combining Japan’s
finest textiles with traditional dyeing thus creates

contemporary, luxury cloths with traditional motifs.
These are sold at department stores like Mitsukoshi
and Takashimaya, and have been exhibited at Maison
et Objet in Paris as well. The collection also drew
attention at Takashimaya Singapore in spring 2014.
Just putting something on a shelf as “an item
from the past” sentences it to being a craft good.
Tomita says that staying relevant in the marketplace
and meeting shoppers’ needs is essential if these
traditions are to be passed along to the next
generation.
What triggered the company’s idea to promote
contemporary items made with traditional means
was a project held in 2012 following the Tokyo
Metropolitan Art Museum’s reopening. The museum
invited contemporary designers and artists to
collaborate on a new proposal, and the winning
project, “Komon chief,” (a type of handkerchief)
involved pocket squares featuring Edo Komon
motifs. It was here that Tomita realized that by doing
away with conventional ideas, they could create
something modern that breathes new life into the
styles of Edo.
Old Edo held that refinement lay not in obvious,
showy adornment, but that style is kept hidden.
Tomita shared his enthusiastic vision for the future,
saying, “We want to share that sense of style overseas
through Tokyo Some Komon textiles.”

Scarves like these in silk and wool have been exhibited in Paris
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Capturing the
Essence

Updating Japan’s
Traditions with
Today’s Sensibilities
TAMI KAWASAKI

T

HE Japanese textile brand SOU SOU, based
in Kyoto, has been quietly growing and
gaining support among young people. How
is this Japanese-styled brand making such inroads
when youth in Japan today prefer Western clothing?
Takeshi Wakabayashi, producer of SOU SOU,
explains that the secret lies in the way the brand
“Uses textile designs that take Japan’s traditional
motifs of the four seasons and rearranges them
stylishly. These are modern Japanese clothes that
update traditions.”
SOU SOU’s contemporary accessories and
apparel include tenugui cloths that depict seasonal
motifs in vivid colors and starkly modern lines,
traditional tabi shoes retooled for the street with
colorful patterns, dresses with the kind of curved
sleeves you would see in a kimono, and jackets
with the unisex right front design just like Japanese
traditional clothing. These pieces boldly take the
traditional idea of Japanese clothing and turn it on
its head. The pattern and styling remain sufficiently
Japanese to intrigue visitors from abroad coming to
Tokyo and Kyoto, yet they are contemporary enough
to appeal to Japanese shoppers. SOU SOU says items
fly off the shelves at both its online shop and brickand-mortar stores.
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Tabi shoes in vivid shades and patterns are a SOU SOU specialty

Using only textiles made and dyed in Japan, SOU
SOU’s goods are a careful balance of high quality and
vivid, fresh designs. The lineup is presented to guests
from overseas as high-quality “kimono-like” products
made in Japan, while the same offerings are pitched
to Japanese customers as something accessible and
familiar—a way to get in touch with forgotten traditions.
The brand name comes from the Japanese phrase “sou,
sou,” a form of gentle assent that Japanese people use
unconsciously every day when agreeing with someone.

In that same spirit, SOU SOU’s products are soft,
natural and refined.
Unfortunately, Japan’s traditional textile industries
are in peril. Plants and technology continue to
be moved to countries in Asia where labor is less
expensive, and there are few young people today
willing to carry on these cultural practices. Japanese
weavers and wholesalers continue to go bankrupt.
SOU SOU has a clear goal—it wants to act as a catalyst
to revitalize Japan’s local regions and their traditional
craft industries.
The brand uses a number of different textiles, such
as Isemomen cotton from Tsu City in Mie Prefecture,
Takashimachijimi (a textile made using a strong twist
on the horizontal threads, with wrinkles being the
central focus of the cloth) from Takashima in Shiga
Prefecture, and patterned Kurumegasuri cloth (woven
with either or both pre-dyed woof and warp yarns to
create distinct patterns) from Fukuoka Prefecture,
muslin (a thin textile made by plain weaving single
strands of cotton and wool yarns) from Hamamatsu
City in Shizuoka Prefecture, and many other local
cloths known for their quality but for which the
knowledge to create them is fading. These cloths are
dyed with patterns designed by Katsuji Wakisaka, who
worked as Finnish brand Marimekko’s first Japanese
textile designer. Lively and innovative tie-dyed
patterns by young designers are also popular at the
store.
It has been an uphill battle for SOU SOU, which
has had to work with limited equipment and
personnel, not to mention resistance from the
traditional producing regions. The finished products
are a testament to the creative energy of the
brand’s creators and their commitment to textiles.
Wakabayashi’s theory is that “Even for traditional
industries, if people truly love what they do, they will
never entirely die out.”
Wakabayashi elaborates on his pursuit of tradition
and innovation. “The primary role of fashion in this

Bolts of colorful fabric waiting to be transformed into SOU SOU
fashions

SOU SOU’s cheerful and inviting storefront in Kyoto

context is not just about inheriting traditions. It’s
about updating them to make the people feel that
they are relevant and beautiful in a modern sense.”
If the product, thing or culture is not supported by
Japanese people in Japan, then it equally cannot
touch the heartstrings of foreign visitors from abroad.
And Wakabayashi has big dreams. “Just as a
London brand was responsible for the birth of punk
fashion, we want to make SOU SOU a fashion style in
its own right.”
If SOU SOU and other brands that are fusing
tradition with modern elements succeed at bringing
Japanese attire and textiles to a broader audience,
Japan’s once-dwindling traditional industries may be
in for a powerful renaissance.
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Three
centuries
of modern
sense

A brand that revives
Japan’s traditional
textiles
MOYO URASHIMA

Nakagawa Masashichi Shoten socks are produced by
several different factories

I

N 2016, Nakagawa Masashichi Shoten will celebrate
its three-hundredth anniversary. Originally a
wholesale store founded to showcase the high-quality
bleached hemp cloth known as narazarashi, made in
Nara Prefecture, the business has grown to around
forty locations across Japan, and offers a wide array of
products. Of the brands it features, the Yu Nakagawa
label—a brand that focuses on products that embody
traditional Japanese artistic sensibilities and under the
concept of “Nunonuno of Japan,” which presents textiles
in a mixture of materials such as hand-woven hemp cloth
—has attracted particularly strong support from women in
their thirties and beyond.
“Our company started as a maker of the Japanese cloth
used in the tea ceremony,” says Yu Nakagawa brand
manager Kumi Hosogaya. “When we entered the Showa
Era (1926-1989), we began making shifuku, which are
pouches used to store tea utensils, and so eventually we
started carrying tea utensils in general as well. We then
expanded on this and began showcasing a wide variety
of smaller items made of hand-woven hemp cloth with
traditional Japanese taste. That’s how Yu Nakagawa was
born.” The shop offers products that merge traditional
Japanese crafting techniques, materials and designs with
a modern sense of style.
Hemp is the focus of Yu Nakagawa’s textile products.
Hemp cloth is handspun—the hemp fibers are twisted and
plied by hand as they are spun—and then painstakingly

14
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A Yu Nakagawa scarlet tote bag, woven from hemp cloth

Shirts made from hand-woven hemp

Nakagawa Masashichi Shoten’s main shop

hand-woven into textiles. The fine irregularities in the
threads give the cloth a unique texture.
“The sharp eyes and deft hands of the craftspeople
who work with textiles in Japan—as well as the high
standards they have for their work—are world-class,”
says Hosogaya. “Some of the manufacturing work
is entrusted to workers overseas, but the work that
demands a finer degree of skill, such as dyeing and
sewing, is mainly conducted in Japan. We believe that
the high quality of the work has won over many fans
for Yu Nakagawa.” Take for example the shop’s popular
hana-fukin, a type of Japanese wash towel made with
kaya material, which has a coarse-grained texture
well-known in Nara: the delicate hues and the quality
of the sewing have created many repeat customers and
have made the cloth items extremely popular as gifts.
In recent years, the company has also begun to
unveil new items made from textiles whose production
is fading in Japan—such as Gobelins tapestry, a popular
choice for tapestries in Europe. The reason behind
this approach is the company’s publicly stated goal of
reviving Japanese craftsmanship. The company hopes
that shining a light on handcrafts that are currently
dormant in Japan will spur increased interest and
activity in handcrafts the world over.
“We partner with craftspeople and factories all over
Japan to create the designs and products we want to
make,” says Hosogaya. “With socks, for example, the

design will dictate which factory we’ll choose to
manufacture them. We recognize, of course, that it’s
easier and less expensive if we order from a single
manufacturer, but each factory and craftsperson
has their own specialties and strengths, and if
we keep those in mind when placing orders, we’ll
get better products. We believe this process can
invigorate the world of handcrafts all over the
globe.”
Interest from overseas is intense. Mail orders
from abroad are increasing year after year, and the
company claims it has received many requests for
coverage from Asia guidebooks and magazines.
The number of tourists from abroad visiting
its shops is on the rise as well. The other day,
Hosogaya toured a factory in Milan. “I knew that
the craftspeople over there had the same concerns
as handcrafters in Japan—a decrease in production
and shortages of new craftspeople to keep the
industry alive,” he notes. “Expanding into
overseas markets isn’t just a matter of opening new
shops. We would like to think of a style of business
that provides support and encouragement for local
handcrafters.”
Nakagawa Masashichi Shoten’s positive vision to
revive Japanese craftsmanship may lead the way to
a better future for the textile industry not only in
Japan but also around the world.
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PAPER,
UPDATED

Transforming washi
to meet modern needs

Wedding dress made from Minowashi

KAZUMA OSAKI

W

ASHI is traditional handmade Japanese
paper. In November 2014, under the single
heading of “washi, handmade paper”
three types of washi—Sekishubanshi from Shimane
Prefecture, Hosokawashi from Saitama Prefecture and
Honminoshi from Gifu Prefecture—were registered
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on UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage list.
Following registration of washoku (Japanese
cuisine) in 2013, this is Japan’s twenty-second
listing on UNESCO’S list. Meanwhile, a host of
companies and organizations are developing
products that transform washi to meet the needs of
today’s market.
One such company is in Mino City, the
production district of Honminoshi, where Keiko
Ichihara operates Minoshimai, a gallery offering
products made with washi. According to Ichihara,
the fascination of washi is its thinness and
uniformity. These characteristics make the paper
light but durable, giving it a beautifully luminous
glow when exposed to light. Moreover, though
in general the washi production process involves
only vertical swings when mixing the ingredients,
minowashi (washi from Mino City) is created with
vertical swings combined with horizontal swings,
making the paper stronger because the pulp fibers
are more intricately interwoven.
Ichihara’s washi products are receiving lots of
attention, particularly her wedding dresses made
of washi, which have been displayed at many
fine galleries such as the Kobe Fashion Museum.
Ichihara explains that by effectively using the
characteristics of washi, it is possible to make
dresses that are light, breathable, offer good heat
retention and have an elegant appearance. And
since washi is made of natural material, it can be
used by people with various skin conditions and
sensitivities, including atopic diathesis (atopy).
For this reason, washi products also have potential
medical applications.
Ichihara never planned on working with washi
from the beginning. What proved to be her initial
opportunity came in 1988 when she studied
welfare in the U.S. at Oregon State University.
Because washi is suitable for simple arts and
crafts, she decided to use the paper in recreational
activities for the elderly. To her surprise, the
thirteen hundred years of history and the
unique cultural place of minowashi attracted
immense interest. That reaction and the powerful

Keiko Ichihara developed a method to make clothing from
washi

Wedding dresses of washi are light, breathable and elegant

Other Ichihara creations made from washi

insistence of the school president led Ichihara
to return to Japan to communicate and spread
Japanese washi culture. In doing so, however, she
did not work with washi in the ordinary forms of
origami and stationery, but decided to explore its
modern textile applications to have more people
appreciate it.
Washi, however, cannot be used as cloth as is.
So Ichihara, who had very little experience in the
sciences and engineering, started from scratch
and pushed through a continual process of trial
and error to create a finishing agent that would
overcome the weaknesses of washi. She explains
that with this finishing agent, washi can become
more hydrophilic on a molecular level and therefore
absorb more water from air. This is crucial, because
washi gains a smooth texture when it absorbs
water, and when processed into a cloth in this
way, it displays an exquisite, silk-like gloss. Unlike
the usual resin coating finishing technology, her
finishing agent does not emit any harmful gases
when burned, and is therefore eco-friendly as well.

Ichihara explains that by developing washi
products that cater to modern needs, she has
been able to successfully spread an aspect of
Japanese culture. Especially when holding washi
wedding dress exhibitions overseas, many people
are astonished by the handiness of washi, with
its applications ranging from complex clothes
to simple everyday necessities. They are equally
impressed by the diversity of Japanese culture.
Even in Japan, Ichihara receives regular feedback
saying that her wedding dresses inspired them to
become more interested in Japanese culture.
“I want more people to know about washi,
and to communicate to people around the world
the diversity and depth of Japanese traditional
arts and crafts,” Ichihara says of her plans. With
washi’s registration to UNESCO’S Intangible
Cultural Heritage list boosting its momentum,
there is hope that Japanese culture will attract
even more widespread popularity in the future.
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JAPANESE TEXTILES

FIBER FANTASTIC

Synthetic fibers that
surpass the natural

SHINPEI ANZAI

S

YNTHETIC fibers are already indispensable in
the fashion realm, and the technology behind
Japan’s synthetic fibers is receiving exceptionally
high marks at home and abroad. Toray Industries was
the first Japanese company to exhibit at Milano Unica
2015 Autumn/Winter, Europe’s famed textile exhibition,
and the chemical company’s products attracted
massive attention from event participants. Toray has
also exhibited at every edition of the Premiere Vision
fabric show, held twice a year in Paris, and continues to
showcase new textiles that have won raves from the top
fashion houses.
1

2
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Founded in 1926, Toray focuses its
manufacturing and sales on three synthetics:
nylon, polyester and acrylic. Its silky polyester
fabric, with a texture similar to silk, boasts
a supple texture, beautiful luster and hues.
Silky polyester is used widely in both Japan
and abroad, and is a leading synthetic textile
for both Western apparel and traditional
Japanese clothing.
A cross-section of silk fiber forms a virtual
triangle, and light that hits it is reflected
diffusely, giving silk its glorious transparence
and brilliant luster. To emulate this unique
texture, Toray was the first company in the
world to develop and produce a polyester fiber
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Inside a spaceship, astronaut Naoko Yamazaki wears
shorts made using Toray nanofiber
Business shirts like these keep themselves fresh and
wearable through nanotechnology
The silky polyester fabric Toray developed is also
being used for traditional clothing

3

with a special trilobal cross-section in 1964.
By the late nineties, Toray was able to create a
fiber that was indistinguishable from natural
silk. As the next step, Toray began work on the
fiber’s thinness, strength and ability to absorb
dye, eventually creating a texture that natural
silk cannot match. The material has attracted
a great deal of attention from the fashion
industry because of characteristics unique to
synthetics.
Toray is currently developing countless
different textiles, but its next blockbuster—the
follow-up to silky polyester—is its cutting-edge
“nanofiber.” Nanofibers are fibrous materials
composed of fibers that are just dozens to

hundreds of nanometers thick (one nanometer equals a
billionth of a meter). Nanofibers have an extremely large
surface area compared to existing fibers, so in addition
to the advantages of existing fibers, they are highly
flexible and have a high capacity for adsorption and water
absorption. With this technology, Toray is developing
luxurious textiles based on nylon and polyester, as
well as lightweight textiles with high breathability and
functionality.
The fiber reformation technology Toray’s
nanotechnology has made possible is also being applied
to the clothes worn inside a spaceship. These advanced
materials have a deodorizing function built into the fabric
itself, so that in space—where astronauts cannot bathe or
do laundry—the ammonia in sweat is quickly deodorized
through photocatalysis, preserving its scentless status.
Toray is starting to apply the same technology to generalpurpose fabrics, creating and marketing summer business
shirts and sports uniforms. The company hopes to use the
technology to develop nursing and medical clothing as
well.
The firm boasts production bases outside Japan—in
China, the ASEAN nations and Europe—and sells its
textiles the world over. Many acknowledge the excellence
of the made-in-Japan synthetic fibers, and Toray intends
to expand its global operations. The year silky polyester
debuted on the market, 1964, was also the year the
Tokyo Olympics were held. For the upcoming 2020 Tokyo
Olympics, Toray plans to develop and market high-tech
materials for top athletes, as well as highly functional
materials paired with wearable products, ensuring that the
numerous synthetic textiles made possible by the cuttingedge technology of Japanese companies will continue to
wow the world.
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JAPANESE TEXTILES

MADE IN JAPAN

Japanese Textiles: Leading the World
with Peerless Excellence
RIEKO SUZUKI

W

HEN you think about Japanese textiles drawing attention
overseas, people often envision traditional woven cloths
used in kimono and other articles. However, Japan is
also attracting attention for cutting-edge textiles that use the latest
technologies. Why do buyers overseas choose Japanese textiles? Franco
Ferraro, the designer behind the eponymous Italian brand Franco
Ferraro, describes why he picks Japanese textiles for his pieces.
Ferraro first took an interest in Japanese textiles when he saw them
displayed at Milano Unica, one of the world’s largest textile expositions
held in Milan. An annual attendee at the event, he met Jiro Matsuyama,
the CEO of Daiichi Orimono’s European office, and learned about
Japan’s excellence in contemporary textiles.
“I was seeking extremely high-density synthetic fabrics for my
mens collection, and came across Japan’s first-in-class textiles in this
category,” Ferraro recalls. “The fine caliber and technical features of
the textiles Daiichi Orimono offered, such as DNA Light, which passed
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Italy’s Franco Ferraro is a huge fan of
Japanese textiles

3
1
2
3

1

IDFL’s (International Down and Feather Testing
Laboratory) textile testing and ‘MAURI,’ a polyester
fabric with a cotton-like texture, far surpassed the
others at the show. For my ladies wear collection,
I found ‘CORDIS’ and ‘DICROS’ to be particularly
innovative because they have both high density and
great fluidity—both of which are essential qualities to
ladies wear fabrics. These and other offerings amazed
me.”
For the last eighteen years, Italian fabrics were used
for Ferraro’s collection, distributed through Itokin,
his Japanese partner in thirty-two boutiques around
Japan. Now, for the first time, Ferraro decided to use
the Japanese fabrics made by Daiichi for the next
season.
Ferraro says that synthetics are generally stiffer
than natural materials, and it was a challenge to find
materials soft and fluid enough to use for clothing,
so he had basically given up. When he discovered
Daiichi’s textiles, his worries were over. He adds,
“It is undeniable that nobody produces items in the
high-density polyamide and polyester fabrics used for
garments that will be quilted with goose down that are
as technically superb and safe as Daiichi Orimono’s.”
According to Ferraro, even though Japanese
companies have just shown seemingly perfect textiles

2

Clothing made from Japanese textiles at
Italian brand Franco Ferraro
Ferraro says Japan’s synthetic fabrics are
now as soft and pliable as natural ones
A jacket made using synthetic fabric:
fashionable and high tech

at these expos, every year they come back with
products that are even more sophisticated. This is
why the world’s fashion industry looks to Japanese
textiles and sings their praises.
Ferraro also has great admiration not just for
Japanese synthetics’ front-running position and
quality, but also for the trustworthiness of the
Japanese companies and the individuals working
there. “The extremely correct and efficient business
practices and reliable punctuality in deliveries set
the Japanese standard to one that cannot be reached
even by European textile companies,” he notes.
“This reliability plays a fundamental role in my
preference for choosing to source my raw materials
here rather than anywhere else.”
In days gone by, Europeans used to look at the
label “Made in Japan” as signifying poor imitations
of original products. However, Ferraro says that
throughout Europe this bias has vanished. “Today,
‘Made in Japan’ signifies a level of quality still
unattainable in Europe. Not just in the world
of textiles but also in all creative fields, people
consider Japanese products to be highly innovative
and cutting-edge. I think Japan should hold the
greatest confidence in its products and proactively
promote them to the world.”
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STUDENT'S CORNER

The Magic
TeaKettle
O

NCE upon a time there lived a poor man
who had an antique store. One day he
found a tanuki (raccoon dog) caught in a
trap. Feeling sorry for the creature, he set it free.
The tanuki visited the man that night. “Thank
you very much for your kindness,” he said. “As a
token of my gratitude, I will tell you something
valuable. The priest at the temple is looking for
a tea kettle. I will disguise myself as a tea kettle
so that you can sell it to him.” The tanuki then
somersaulted into the air and transformed himself
into a splendid gold tea kettle.
The man took the tea kettle to the temple priest
the next day, who said, “What a beautiful tea
kettle!” The priest was very pleased with the kettle,
and paid a high price for it.
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After the priest brought the tea kettle back
with him to the temple, he ordered a novice
priest to wash it. The novice priest promptly
went to the river behind the temple and began
to scrub the tea kettle hard. Suddenly the tea
kettle cried, “You’re hurting my bottom! Please
wash me a bit more gently.” The novice priest
was astounded, and told the priest, “The tea
kettle spoke!” But the priest did not believe him.
“Nonsense! It is not possible for a tea kettle to
speak,” he said.
The priest then decided to boil some water.
He filled the tea kettle and placed it on the fire.
The tanuki, disguised as the tea kettle, was
shocked. “It’s hot!” he screamed. Unable to
stand the flames, the tanuki half-transformed

back into his true form and ran back to the
poor man’s home.
That night, the tanuki offered an idea to
the man. “Let’s go into town together,” he
suggested. “I will remain in this tea kettle
form and perform a tightrope walk, so please
gather some people to watch me.”
So the man and the tanuki went into town
the next day, and the man set up a show tent.
“Come one, come all, and see the amazing
tea kettle tightrope walking show!” he loudly
announced at the entrance. Inside, the tanuki
tea kettle nimbly walked across the rope,
drummed his belly and sang.
Word spread quickly that there was an
amazing tea kettle that performs stunts. The
tightrope-walking tea kettle became very
popular, and day after day the show drew
enthusiastic crowds.
And so, thanks to the tanuki’s help, the
man became very wealthy. The tanuki
remained in the form of the little tea kettle,
and eventually lost its ability to move.
Eventually it was returned to the priest at
the temple, where it was safely stored as a
valuable temple treasure.

The Temple Associated with
“The Magic Tea Kettle”
Morinji, a Buddhist temple of the Soto School
located in Horikucho, Tatebayashi City in Gunma
Prefecture, is closely associated with the legend
of “The Magic Tea Kettle.” Various tanuki-themed
goods from all over Japan as well as stuffed tanuki
are on display at the temple. Throughout the
temple grounds are Shigaraki stoneware tanuki,
and the magic tea kettle owned by the temple can
be viewed by the public.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Nature-friendly
material
The world’s most heatresistant bioplastic, created by
bacteria
BIFUE USHIJIMA

O
Tatsuo Kaneko,
Ph.D.
Associate
professor, Japan
Advanced
Institute of
Science and
Technology
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UR lives are surrounded at
every turn by plastics: everyday
items like office supplies and
kitchenware, machines like
computers and tablet devices, and the
interior panels of automobiles. These
plastics, however, come from petroleum,
which produces toxic gases like carbon
dioxide and dioxins when burned, putting
considerable strain on the environment.
Bioplastics—plastics made from organic
biomass derived from plants and microbes—
are drawing attention as a solution to this
problem. Since these products are free of
petroleum and other fossil fuels, they can
curb carbon dioxide output. However, the
bioplastics in use today are not very robust
or heat resistant. They are also expensive to
produce, and mostly intended for one-time
use.
Tatsuo Kaneko, an associate professor at
the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology, wanted to create a bioplastic
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strong enough for industrial use. He and
his team have created a bioplastic derived
from microbes, using genetically modified
bacteria. This plastic has overcome
the pitfalls of past bioplastics, being a
polyimide that is both strong and highly
resistant to heat.
In the search for the right material
for stronger bioplastic, Professor Kaneko
turned to cinnamon-based molecules
(cinnamic acid) as a natural substance with
a rigid internal structure. Using genetically
modified Escherichia coli bacteria, his
team was able to create an aminocinnamic
acid that is virtually nonexistent in
nature. The team used UV light to trigger
a photoreaction and create a high polymer
compound material.
The world’s first biopolyimide can
withstand temperatures up to 390˚C—an
all-time record. It has also proved to be five
times stronger than polycarbonates, has
the same refractive index as lenses seen

1

2

1

2

in eyeglasses, and has a low expansion rate like
glass. Moreover, biopolyimides naturally snuff out
fire when a flame is applied, so they have extreme
heat-retardant properties. It was discovered that
transparent plastic can be created if produced in
a certain way. Even more impressive, the material
weighs only half as much as glass, and can be broken
down using deep ultraviolet rays and recycled.
Of this material’s future practical uses,
Professor Kaneko says, “Lightweight, strong and
transparent biopolyimides would be perfect for
car windshields.” According to his calculations,
using biopolyimides for windshields in hybrid
and electric cars would lighten the vehicles
by about fifteen kilograms and improve fuel
efficiency by 10 percent. As a result of the
reduced gasoline consumption, switching the
windshields of automobiles all over the world to
biopolyimide would also reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by over thirteen megatons a year. Given
its fire-retardant qualities, using the material in
components around the engine would also allow
even lighter construction.

Bioplastic film derived from
microbes: strong and heat
resistant
The biomass that the polyimide is
made from

Producing aminocinnamic acid, the raw
material for the biopolyimide, chemically from
petroleum would be very expensive, but doing so
through biological processes would cost as little as
manufacturing food additives. This economic entry
point is one of the merits Professor Kaneko focused
on when searching for the perfect material in his
quest to get the world to switch from petroleum
plastics to bioplastics. “If we use different microbes,
we might find alternative functions,” he says.
“There’s a lot of inspiration to draw from microbes
and bacteria. The full possibilities for bioplastics are
still unknown.”
If this new material could be mass-produced at
low cost, it could replace many petroleum-based
plastics and even be used in lieu of metal for certain
applications. That would reduce both carbon dioxide
emissions and industrial waste, making a major
impact on the environment. This material has so
much potential to change the world that onlookers
are waiting impatiently for its first real-world
application to appear.
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME

NEW SERIES!

Bret
Mayer

NOAM KATZ

M

Kanji
Master

ASTERING kanji—the Chinese
characters used in written Japanese—is
challenging enough for native Japanese
speakers, which is why Bret Mayer made
headlines when he became the first non-Japanese
outside of the East Asian sphere to pass the Japan
Kanji Aptitude Test’s highest level in 2012.
Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology maintains a list of 2,136
jōyō kanji (standard characters for everyday use).
Additionally, many Japanese are familiar with
another thousand characters that pertain to names.
However, the Kanji Aptitude Test’s level 1 expects
test-takers to thoroughly understand over 6,300
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characters, including their written stroke order as
well as on-yomi and kun-yomi (the pronunciation
of a character based on its Chinese origin and
Japanese origin, respectively). The test is so
rigorous that only about 11 percent of examinees
pass, and no one has ever received a perfect score.
Mayer, an American who lives in Shizuoka
Prefecture’s Hamamatsu City, credits Japanese
animation with developing his interest in Japanese.
This led him to begin studying Japanese on his
own during high school, learning the hiragana
and katakana syllabaries of the Japanese writing
system along with a limited number of kanji. Mayer
went on to major in Japanese linguistics in college
and spent a year as an exchange student in Japan
before graduating from Gettysburg College in the

U.S. in 2004. He then returned to Japan for serious
language study in 2008.
The now 32-year-old Mayer began his kanji
testing experience with level 8 that year, taking the
exam in a small room, surrounded by elementary
school students. The demographics had changed
considerably by the time level 1 came around. “Retired
people, kanji maniacs, and the random child prodigy,”
is how he describes his fellow test-takers.
Level 1 proved challenging. “The first time I tried
level 1, I only got 7 points out of 200 correct,” Mayer
admits. Yet rather than feeling resigned, he reflects
that it helped eliminate the mystique of the test.
He started studying for at least three hours a day,
increasing that to six as the test day drew near. Mayer
finally passed level 1 on his fifth try in October 2012.
His home bears witness to his extraordinary effort:
over sixty notebooks full of characters, readings and
meanings just for the pre-level 1 and level 1 exams.
To Mayer, writing kanji is an art, and he says
he appreciates the story each one has to tell. His
favorite kanji, 魁 (sakigake, meaning “forerunner”
or “pioneer”), represents his philosophy of pursuing
something no one else has done. “People had always
told me not to bother with level 1, that it wasn’t
necessary, so that’s what made me want to try it,” he
explains.
Mayer hopes Japanese and foreigners alike will
notice the beauty of kanji. He appears weekly on a
Shizuoka radio program to talk about kanji and their
meanings, and is very excited about developing a
short TV program in which he introduces interesting
kanji. “This is something I’ve always wanted to do,” he
says. Mayer is also a certified instructor at the Japan
Kanji Aptitude Testing Foundation, and estimates he’s
taught or lectured to over five hundred students.
In addition to his perpetual quest to discover rare
kanji wherever he travels around Japan, Mayer is now
studying for a test on Japanese proverbs as well as
taking a different approach to the Kanji Aptitude Test:
“My next goal is to achieve perfect scores.” Mayer has
already sailed through levels 10, 9, and 8 without a
mistake, so it may just be a matter of time before he
makes the news again for acing level 1.

Some large calligraphic displays of kanji

Teaching other students of kanji at the Japan Kanji Aptitude
Foundation

Mayer appears regularly in the media to introduce rare
characters
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Tokyo
The Calm and the Chaos
SELENA HOY

T

OKYO never seems
to rest, and the neon
and the endless,
crowded hustle
often leave first-time visitors
feeling shell-shocked. But
the sprawling metropolis has
plenty of pockets of calm,
places to rest and relax.
Mount Takao is one such
place, standing at Tokyo’s
edge, apart from but still of
the city. A thick carpet of
brilliant fallen leaves in hues
of red, magenta and ochre
frames Takao’s cable car
ascent—the steepest in Japan
at over 31 degrees. A tunnel
looms and then you’re inside,

tilting up and peering at the
light at the end like a periscope
to sky country.
From the summit, the city
seems so close, yet the calming
effect of this place is quite a
contrast from the hectic pace
down there. The sun glints off
distant steel and glass, and in
another direction Mount Fuji
stands snow-capped and regal
against a backdrop of blue.
At the Takao Visitor Center,
Tazuko Sato explains a bit
about the history of Takao.
Even in the Edo Period, people
wanted to protect this place,
so logging was prohibited.
Because of those efforts, the
mountain today is the site of
lush and varied life.

The view from atop Mount
Takao includes Mount Fuji

“There are about thirteen
hundred species of plants
here,” says Sato. “This is also a
good place to see birds found
only in Japan, such as the
segurosekirei (Japanese wagtail)
and the aogera (Japanese green
woodpecker).” And Tokyoites
as well as nearby residents
flock here, taking advantage
of an accessible oasis. Many
who climb the mountain
practice shinrinyoku, or forest
bathing. The act of basking in
the delicious, sweet mountain
air and cleansing presence of
nature has been proven effective
scientifically to purify the mind
and body.
Takao is not only a place
of nature, but of history and

Visitors exploring Mount Takao's 1300-year-old
temple, Yakuo-in

Tiny eateries and bars fill the narrow alley known as
Omoide Yokocho

mythology as well. The 1300-yearold temple known as Yakuo-in
stands here, beckoning the faithful.
There are 108 steps leading up to
the temple, said to embody the 108
worldly desires.
At the temple, the atmosphere is
heady with incense and the musical
drone of monks chanting their
sutras. Statues of winged tengu,
mythological long-nosed goblins,
stand silent. These creatures are
emissaries of the mountain’s gods,
fiercely protective guardians of both
mountain and temple.
Going back down to the city after
exploring at Mount Takao, Omoide
Yokocho (which roughly translates
as “Memory Lane”) is another kind
of respite, a place for camaraderie
and sustenance in close quarters.

Temple guardian: a winged,
long-nosed tengu (goblin)

TOKYO

High-rise buildings soar over
Shinjuku

Skewers of yakitori ready for the grill

Situated in the heart of Shinjuku,
the narrow alley barely wider
than a visitor’s outspread arms is
crowded with tiny restaurants and
bars, many with no more than half
a dozen stools where customers
can belly up to a slender counter.
Peering inside each joint,
it’s hard to choose, as enticing
smells and spirited conversations
float into the lane. Cries from
proprietors urge potential patrons
to enter, their entreaties promising
cold beer and mouthwatering
delicacies. Nostalgic lanterns
glow from shop fronts and smoketinged noren (curtains) frame the
doorways.
Inside one shop, big shining
brown bottles of beer line the
counter. A word to the staff, and

within minutes mugs of beer,
plates of edamame and skewers
of yakitori are crowding the small
table. Yakitori is succulent bits
of glazed and grilled chicken
threaded on the bamboo alongside
blistered shishito peppers and thick
green onions. As the food arrives,
the tiredness from the earlier hike
begins to fade. Elbows jostle as
everyone lifts their drinks to toast
and congratulate each other on the
day’s accomplishments. Kampai!
Tokyo, the largest metropolis in
Japan, has something for everyone.
While shopping or sightseeing
might be the first thing that comes
to mind, planning a refreshing trip
to Mount Takao and experiencing
an izakaya will fill your Tokyo trip
with unforgettable memories.
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Tottori
Touring Japan’s Scenic
Sanin Coastline
NOAM KATZ

A

S the ocean breeze
picks up, new
patterns form
on the surface of
expansive sand dunes rising
up from the beach. But this
is not Hawaii, Australia or
the Middle East; this subtly
fluid landscape is in Tottori
Prefecture in western Japan.
Stretching sixteen kilometers
from east to west, the Tottori
Sand Dunes are the largest
sand hills in the country.
Riding a camel, slaloming
down the slopes on a
sandboard and soaring above
the scene on a paraglider are
just some of the activities

available if you seek more
than just a sandy stroll.
The weather around the
dunes can be unpredictable,
but fortunately the nearby
Sand Museum is a worthwhile
destination in any conditions.
Artists from all over the world
collaborate for a period of two
intensive weeks to craft largerthan-life sculptures from
nothing more than sand and
water. The museum’s theme
changes each year, ensuring
that there is always something
new to impress audiences.
Before leaving Tottori’s
eastern region, board a small
excursion boat for a fortyminute tour of the neighboring
Uradome Coast and take in

Camel rides are available at the sand
dunes of Tottori

the Sea of Japan’s windswept
beauty. The boat passes whitesand beaches surrounded
by pine groves, and winds
between the islands of a
miniature archipelago set
amid sparkling, clear waters.
Heading toward Tottori’s
center, an essential stop on
any manga fan’s itinerary is
the Gosho Aoyama Manga
Factory in Hokuei Town.
Aoyama is the author of the
Detective Conan manga series
(also known as Case Closed),
and visitors to this museum
in his hometown can learn
about his works and check
out interactive exhibits, some
of which teach tricks of the
detective trade. Much to the

Handcrafted sand sculptures at the Sand Museum

A page from the Detective
Conan manga series

Yokai appear everywhere along
Mizuki Shigeru Road

delight of fans, Aoyama himself
sometimes visits the museum.
Another point of interest for
manga enthusiasts can be found
on the western side of Tottori.
Sakaiminato City is the home
of manga artist Shigeru Mizuki,
most notable for producing the
GeGeGe no Kitaro series. This
popular series is beloved by
Japanese people of all ages for
its wonderfully strange yokai—
supernatural monsters—many
derived from Japanese folklore,
and more cute than scary.
Mizuki Shigeru Road is lined
with over 150 bronze statues
depicting various yokai, while
manga characters can be spotted
on public signs, street lights and
even local taxis. The road extends

Passing by islands along the Uradome Coast

TOTTORI

eight hundred meters from JR
Sakaiminato Station, culminating
at the Mizuki Shigeru Museum,
which details the author’s life
and introduces a full lineup of
Japan’s mythical creatures.
Sakaiminato’s sizable fishing
port makes it an excellent and
affordable place to sample fresh
seafood from the Sea of Japan. In
the winter, Tottori’s fishermen
haul in the largest crab fishing
net in the country to catch the
meaty, flavorful Matsuba crabs.
Matsuba crabs are recognized as
some of the best crabs in Japan.
When in season, you’ll find
Matsuba crab on the menu at
conveyor belt sushi shops such
as the one in JR Sakaiminato
Station, or available whole at the

Matsuba crabs are a winter specialty
in Tottori

popular Karoichi fish market in
Tottori City.
Exploring the prefecture’s three
main regions may seem daunting
without wheels, but there is a
convenient way. The prefectural
government is sponsoring a special
year-round tourist taxi service:
travelers can hire a taxi from
Tottori Station to a destination of
their choice for up to three hours
for just a thousand yen.
With fresh local food to sample,
intriguing manga characters to
meet and unspoiled, diverse nature
in the form of sand dunes, beaches,
hot springs and mountains to
explore, Tottori offers a singular
travel experience. Visiting the
prefecture is definitely something
you should consider.
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Sekihan

ekihan (red rice) is a traditional Japanese
dish—sticky rice steamed with azuki beans,
which give the rice a reddish color and its name.
Sekihan is often served on special occasions in
Japan, including birthdays, weddings and holidays
such as the coming-of-age ceremony. In fact,
sekihan is so strongly connected with celebration
that the phrase “Let’s have sekihan!” has acquired

the meaning “Let’s celebrate!” It is believed that
sekihan is used for celebrations because of its red
color, which is symbolic of happiness in Japan.
Usually eaten immediately after cooking, sekihan
may also be consumed at room temperature, as
in a celebratory bento (boxed lunch). Sekihan is
traditionally eaten with a sprinkling of gomashio
(a mixture of lightly toasted sesame and salt).
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